Managing Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis

By Tenner Guillaume, M.D., pediatric spine surgeon

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is the diagnosis used to describe individuals who are 10 or older and have a spinal curve of more than 10 degrees (as seen on a radiograph). It results from a genetic abnormality; however, which genes or how many genes are involved is unknown.

Incidence
In the general population, approximately 2 to 3 percent of individuals have scoliosis. Within the population of people who have adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, only 10 percent of individuals have a curve magnitude of 30 degrees or more. Thus, in the majority of cases, scoliosis has a rather benign course.¹⁻³

Treatment Guidelines
Scoliosis alone is not a reason to initiate treatment. Aside from cosmetic concerns, adults who have untreated adolescent idiopathic scoliosis have little physical impairment and are able to function at a high level. Adults with untreated adolescent idiopathic scoliosis frequently experience back pain, but the amount of pain is no greater than that experienced by the average individual of the same age who has chronic back pain. And 68 percent⁴ of individuals who have adolescent idiopathic scoliosis and back pain reported little or moderate back pain.

The goal of scoliosis treatment is to prevent spinal curves from becoming large enough to compromise lung or heart function. Therefore, when we are treating scoliosis, we are trying to take individuals with an acceptable state of health and prevent them from ever reaching an unacceptable state of health because of their scoliosis. Most at risk are younger or skeletally immature adolescents whose spinal curves are progressing and have the potential to reach higher degrees of magnitude.

If the curvature is more than 30 degrees, we use bracing to minimize the risk of curve progression and, potentially, to avoid surgery. Of note, bracing is an effective treatment only for skeletally immature individuals. For most girls, skeletal maturity occurs between ages 13 and 16, and most boys reach skeletal maturity between 15 and 18. Bracing is no longer indicated once patients are skeletally mature.

Generally, we stabilize curves of greater than 50 degrees surgically with a posterior instrumented spinal fusion. Curves greater than 50 degrees, in individuals who have not yet reached skeletal maturity, progress at a rate of about one degree per year.

During spinal fusion, we straighten a curved spine as much as we safely can and then keep the curve locked in that position for life. Although this procedure stiffens the spine, there is no intervention that allows for both straightening the spine and maintaining motion of the spine. With spine fusion surgery, we balance spine stiffness against long-term control of deformity progression, prevention of heart or lung issues, and minimization of potentially significant pain associated with large magnitude deformity.

Key Insights

■ In the general population, approximately 2 to 3 percent of individuals have scoliosis. Only 10 percent of individuals with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis have a curve magnitude of 30 degrees or more.¹⁻³

■ The goal of scoliosis treatment is to prevent spinal curves from becoming large enough to compromise lung or heart function.

■ Bracing is used for skeletally immature patients whose curve is more than 30 degrees.

■ For patients who have curves that are greater than 50 degrees, posterior instrumented spinal fusion is appropriate.
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Managing Scoliosis

At initial presentation, this 13-year-old girl had a 28 degree apex right thoracic curve and a 38 degree apex left upper thoracic curve. Given her curve size and skeletal immaturity, a brace was recommended.

Although the brace slowed the curve progression, the patient’s curve had progressed significantly by the time she was 16. Because she had a 62 degree right thoracic curve and a 57 degree left upper thoracic curve, surgery was recommended.

At her one-year postoperative check-up, the patient’s curve is stable and she had returned to her preoperative level of function.